New Techniques to Study Intracellular Receptors in Living Cells: Insights Into RIG-I-Like Receptor Signaling.
This review discusses new developments in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy and its application to cellular receptors. The method is based on the kinetic theory of FRET, which can be used to predict FRET not only in dimers, but also higher order oligomers of donor and acceptor fluorophores. Models based on such FRET predictions can be fit to observed FRET efficiency histograms (also called FRET spectrograms) and used to estimate intracellular binding constants, free energy values, and stoichiometries. These "FRET spectrometry" methods have been used to analyze oligomers formed by various receptors in cell signaling pathways, but until recently such studies were limited to receptors residing on the cell surface. To study complexes residing inside the cell, a technique called Quantitative Micro-Spectroscopic Imaging (Q-MSI) was developed. Q-MSI combines determination of quaternary structure from pixel-level apparent FRET spectrograms with the determination of both donor and acceptor concentrations at the organelle level. This is done by resolving and analyzing the spectrum of a third fluorescent marker, which does not participate in FRET. Q-MSI was first used to study the interaction of a class of cytoplasmic receptors that bind viral RNA and signal an antiviral response via complexes formed mainly on mitochondrial membranes. Q-MSI revealed previously unknown RNA mitochondrial receptor orientations, and the interaction between the viral RNA receptor called LGP2 with the RNA helicase encoded by the hepatitis virus. The biological importance of these new observations is discussed.